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the PC user’s posture by real-time image processing with the PC built-in webcam and showed a pop-up
warning message “Correct posture, please!” on the PC display when the posture collapsed over a level. In
the prototyped system, template-matching method was used for tracking the PC user and posture correctness was calculated form correlation score between template image of correct posture and image captured
in each frame. In experiment, four threshold levels (the correlation values were 0.00, 0.60, 0.73 and 0.80)
were tried. Subject conducted 2 sets of 45 minutes of Stroop color-word test for the PC task. Experimental
result of 9 subjects showed that task performance increased in both correct answer rat and number of total
trials as threshold levels became high when the threshold levels were 0, 0.60 and 0.78. However the task
performance decreased in the threshold level 0.80 in which VAS evaluation value became expensively high
in “hard feeling in posture.” The result means long time keeping correct posture shown in the VDT guideline decreases task performance. Number of subject was small and reliability was not high, and then the
experiment needs to be continued for large number of subjects.
Keywords: Image processing, posture, task performance, template matching, visual display terminal
(VDT), VDT guideline.
image processing with the PC built-in webcam and
1 INTRODUCTION
showed a pop-up warning message “Correct posture,
In recent years, mobile personal computer (e.g. please!” on the PC display when the posture loosed
laptop-PC, smartphone and tablet) is increasingly a
over a level [4]. Effect of keeping correct posture on
part of life and the usage time rapidly increases
a PC task performance was experimentally
without time and place at private, public, educational
investigated.
and work places, anywhere anytime [1]. According
to widespread of those visual display terminal 2 METHODS
(VDT), VDT syndrome patients such as dry eye and 2.1 Posture monitoring algorithm:
text neck, has increased in wide range of age. Correct
posture for VDT operation is shown by a VDT
operation guideline which was developed by
Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare in Japan
(herein after referred to as “VDT operation
guideline”) [2, 3]. However keeping the correct
posture increases mental and physical stresses.
Prolong usage of VDT actually causes posture loose
especially in desk work and the loose posture
decreases concentration. In this research, a posture
monitoring system for laptop-PC was prototyped,
which monitored the PC user’s posture by real-time
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a posture monitoring system for laptop-PC was prototyped, which monitored
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Figure 1 shows a functional flow of the posture
monitoring algorithm which consists of an initial
phase and an monitoring phase. In the initial phase,
correct posture of laptop-PC user’s upper body is
captured with the PC webcam as template image of
the correct posture when user straightens himself
according to the VDT guideline. After making the
template image, in the monitoring phase, a correlation score was computed in a template matching
between the template of correct posture and realtimely captured image of the user’s upper body in
each frame at 30 fps of the webcam frame rate. Zeromean normalized cross-correlation (ZNCC) coefficient was used for the correlation score [5, 6, 7] ,
using following formula:
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corresponds to degree of posture collapsing and was
decided by the correlation score when the posture
collapses back and forth. This is because that distance
between user’s face and the PC display is
approximately 50 cm under correct posture shown
in the VDT operation guideline. For example, display
distance of subject were about less 35 cm in fore
posture and more than 65 cm in back posture through
the pilot test, and averaged score was 0.73.
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where (x,y) is the ZNCC coefficient between
the template and the captured images, R is the
maximum value of the correlation computed in
template matching in each frame. Also
fx,y(x+u,y+v) is the brightness of the frame at the
reference point (x+u,y+v) in the capured image,
t(u,v) is the brightness at the reference point (u,v)
in the template image, f x, y and t are average
values of brightness in the captured and the
template images respectively. Since both
template and captured images are normalized by
average values of brightness respectively,
intensity scale is adjusted and the ZNCC was
made independent to differences in brightness
and contrast, and result in robust against image
quality variation.

2.3 Subject
For basic and simple investigation this time, there
were ten subjects who were from 21 to 24 years old
of male university students. They were also good in
health, in order to reduce effect due to individual
difference. Subjects received explanation of the
experiment aim and outline in a document and oral,
and signed a written approval about handling
experiment data. Subjects also managed physical
conditions by appropriately getting meal and alcohol,
sleeping time, the day before the experiment.

2.2 Promoting method for correcting posture
Figure 2 shows an example of laptop-PC display
during experiment, where the pop-up alert appears
in lower right corner of the PC display. The popup
window size was set to 360 pixels wide by 80 pixels
high [8]. The system determines the posture
collapsing when the correlation score between the
template and the captured images become less than
a threshold Xth for the time interval T, and promotes
the PC user correct posture by showing the pop-up
alert on the PC display. The time interval T, that
means time allowing posture collapsing, was set 3
seconds that was most preferable time for subjects
through some pilot test. The threshold X th
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2.4 Experimental setups

The system was implemented on 13.3-inch laptopPC, which was most popularly used in work all over
the world. The laptop-PC was SONY VAIO S series
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13, in which CPU was Intel Core i7-3520 (2.9 GHz)
with 8GB RAM. “EXMOR for PC” CMOS sensor
was mounted on the built-in camera, the effective
pixels was 1.31 million pixels and maximum frame
rate was 30 fps. Setup of the display and the camera’s
setting were left to a setup at the time of factory
shipments. Neither frame rate nor resolution was
specially fixed. Any resident application was not
installed and laboratory was enough bright to keep
the frame rate almost 30 fps through experiment.
Figure 3 shows a scene during the experiment, which
was carried out in a classroom of our university under
a constant lighting environment. Before starting task,
subject adjusted height of chair, placement and
display angle of the PC for himself, and finally
correct posture according to the VDT operation
guideline for capturing the template image of correct
posture.
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three rest times. The subjects finally worked on the
task two sets successively for two hours. The subjects
conducted continuously two sets of the task a day
and with and without the correct posture promoting
system at the same time (within 13:00-17:00) of the
day different respectively. So subject conducted the
two sets of task for the four threshold conditions at
the same time of other days. By the way, subjects
did not get movement at all when the threshold (ρ)
was set 0.90 or more. Figure 4 (a), (b), (c), and (d)
show an example of posture in correct (=1.00),
slightly tilled backward (=0.80), tilled backward
(=0.73), and badly backward (=0.60), respectively.
Figure 5 also shows change of the correlation () in
time when subject changes continuously posture by
correct (=1.00), slightly tilled backward (=0.80),
tilled backward ( =0.73), and badly backward
(=0.60) for 40 seconds. In the experiment, the popup alert was shown when 3-second of moving
average of the correlation score () was less than
0.80, 0.73, 0.60, and 0.00 (without the system)
[threshold], respectively.

2.5 Task
Stroop color-word (SCW) test was imposed in
subject during experiment. An example of screen
shot of the SCW test was shown in fig. 2. On the PC
screen, six buttons are arranged in a V shape and six
kanji words which means six colors (“black,” “red,”
“blue,” “green,” “yellow,” “purple”) are written
respectively on the buttons. A larger size of kanji
word, which means a color of the six, is randomly
shown with different color on the center of the screen.
The subject answers by clicking the button
corresponding to the color of the kanji word shown
to the screen center, with a mouse. The next kanji
word is shown soon after the answer. When there is
no answer for three seconds, it becomes time-out,
and next kanji word is shown. Number of answer,
correct answer rate and average answering time per
question are recorded. For example, in fig. 2, a kanji
“+}” (which means purple) is shown in purple color,
and the button of kanji “+}” is correct and the button
of kanji “d ” (which means red color) is wrong
answer.
The task schedule was based on the VDT operation
guideline, which recommends that continuous
operating time should not be beyond one hour and
10-to-15 minutes of rest should be held by the next
continuous operation [2, 3, 9]. Then, a set of task
consisted from the SCW test for 45 and rest for 15
minutes in an hour. The subjects answered to the
questionnaire for about 5 minutes during the rest,
just before the first task and soon after the task each
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Figure 4: Change of Correlation Score From
Correct to Badly Backward Postures
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3 RESULT
Before start of task, subject was asked to correct
posture when the pop-up alert was shown (as
perviously described). However, there was an
exceptional individual difference in a subject who
did not significantly notice the pop-up alert. This
was possibly because that peripheral vision became
narrow caused by concentration to the task. Result
of the subject is removed. Result of 9 subjects is
shown below. Figures 6 and 7 show subjectsaveraged total time when the pop-up alert was shown,
and total number of trials in SCW test, in each 1st
and 2nd tasks at threshold (for allowed posture)
=0.80, 0.73 and 0.60 [as shown in fig. 4(b), (c) and
(d)], respectively. In the figure, error range means
standard error. Table 1 also summarizes those data.
There was correlation between the number of trials
and error rate. The both performance was best for
both 1st and 2nd tasks when the threshold was
 =0.73. T-test result showed that there was
significantly difference in the number of trials
between with the system (when =0.73) and without
the system (p=0.022 and 0.032 in 1st and 2nd tasks,
respectively, in 5% of significant level). Significant
difference was not seen for the error rate because of
large standard error. Figure 8 shows subjective
evaluation of “hard feeling?” in VAS through
questionnaire sheet, before 1st task, after 1st and 2nd
tasks at each thresholds, respectively. There was
almost no difference between with and without
system when =0.60 and 0.73, but was significant
difference when =0.80. From T-test, p=0.018 and
0.017 after 1st and 2nd tasks respectively in
difference between =0.80 and 0.60.
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4 DISCUSSION
It was thought that keeping correct posture increases
task performance, at first in our research team.
However on the contrary, from the experimental
result, it is figured out that correctness too much
decreases task performance. Long VDT desk work
seems to need relaxed and moderately collapsed
posture. There was almost no pop-up alert (several
seconds in average), however the task performance
with the system had a tendency to increase compared
with that without the system even when =0.60 (seen
in fig. 6), which was possibly caused by
consciousness to correct posture.
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In this paper, a posture monitoring system for laptopPC user was implemented into the PC with built-in
webcam, which showed a pop-up alert message
“Correct posture, please!” on the PC display when
the posture collapsed below a threshold level for 3
seconds of moving average. Posture with too much
correctness decreases task performance. Long VDT
deskwork needs relaxed and moderately collapsed
posture. However, this conclusion was derived from
test result with just 9 subjects in which there was
variation in data. More number of subjects will
increase reliability of conclusion in near future.

